Board members present: Chairman David Bowen; Vice-Chairman Alan Crankovich; Commissioner Perry Huston

Others Present: Mandy Robinson, Deputy Clerk of the Board; Dawn M. Bass UKCYA Program Coordinator.

At 10:00 a.m. Chairman Bowen opened a special meeting to consider possible funding for ADDS.

Dawn Bass presented the Board and the Deputy Clerk of the Board some literature on the program and explained the benefits to the County's youth and their families as well. Dawn presented a slide show showing events that ADDS has put on through the summer. Dawn also explained that the difference in their programs, and programs such as Young Life etc... are that they end when the school year ends, and ADDS pick's those participating kids up for the Summer time. Commissioner Huston gave some recommendations on how Dawn could go about finding money to replace the grant they lost. Commissioner Crankovich accepted the duties of assisting Dawn with doing up a contract and Resolution.

Meeting adjourned at 10:45 a.m.